Before attempting this
confrontation, you must read
the whole Dreamscape rulebook.

Lonely Dreams (solo rules)

Some nights, no other dreamer will be there to trouble your dreams. No dreamer, no, but Mr. Nightmare will always be thinking of you...
This challenge sees you face Mr. Nightmare in a duel. The latter will take the role of the second player, so he will also collect shards. However, he will not
build a Dreamscape and will not use Dreamcards. Instead, he will discard the shards he has collected to better haunt your nights. At the end of the sixth
Cycle, if you get more Slumber points than him, you will win.
Travel card

With the exception of the Nightmare phase which is not played, all Nightmare Rules apply to this Solo version.

Destruction of your Dreams
Most of Mr. Nightmare’s actions ask him to discard (into the bag) shards of
a specific color in order to harm you during Travel and Creation (see these 2
sections). For Mr. Nightmare to discard shards, always follow these points:
A) He discards each color matching the Dream Purposes only if he has at
least as much as you in your Dreamscape. Each of his trees counts as a shard
of each of these colors. Each of yours counts as a shard of the same color as
the one on top of which it is.
B) He always discards the number of shards depicted on the Solo cards,
whether he has trees or not, and whether he benefits from that or not.
C) On each Cycle, he performs these actions as many times as he follows
point A) and B). He can however discard white shards only one time per
Cycle.

Setup
• Follow the Setup of the Nightmare Rules for 2 players,
with Mr. Nightmare on location 6 and you on 1.
• Only the 2 Dream Purpose tiles opposite will be
used. Randomly place 1 shard on each of them (among blue, gray, brown
and green). Mr Nightmare is also trying to score the Slumber points of these
Dream Purposes.
• Choose a line from the following table depending on the level of difficulty
you want (from the simplest, at the top, to the most difficult, at the bottom).
Troubled Nights
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3

3
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3

Bad Dreams

3

3

3
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3

Cold Sweat

4

2

2

2
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Worst Nightmares

3

1

1

2

2

5

Each column tells you how many shards of a given color Mr. Nightmare must
discard to take advantage of their effects (except the reds, see the Creation
section, overleaf).
You are not limited to these predetermined profiles. Do not hesitate
to adapt the difficulty by varying these values one by one.

• Then place the 2 Solo cards next to the Dreamworld. Place 1 shard of each
color on these cards according to your chosen level of difficulty.
1

Each Solo card indicates, depending on the difficulty:
• The number of shards Mr. Nightmare must discard to
harm you.
• The moment when he must discard them: during his
Travel phase for gray, white, and blue shards, during his
Creation phase for brown, green, and red shards.

Creation card

The phases of each Cycle are the same as for the base game:

1) Emergence

2) Travel

3) Creation

In Emergence, Initiative tokens are distributed based on where your Sleeper
and Mr. Nightmare are positioned. But if you are in the same location, Mr
Nightmare will always take token 1.

2) The Travel of Mr. Nightmare
Mr. Nightmare performs these 3 steps in order. Every shards he will take
during that phase will be dropped near the Solo cards.

A) Discard Gray shards, then White.
Mr. Nightmare discards as many gray shards in his possession
as indicated by the Travel card to collect the shard closest to the
hand symbol from each location.
He then discards as many white shards as indicated by
the Travel card to move one location farther (see next
section). This action can only be done once per Cycle.

B) Mr. Nightmare Moves & Collects

• He collects all the shards in his current location, and will do the same for
each location he will cross, or where he will stop.
• He moves to one location, clockwise, then, if he has just discarded white
shards, to a second location, but in never more.
• Each time he crosses into a new location, he deposits a Nightmare
shard from the reserve on the special slot he just crossed, if it is empty. If a
red shard is on the special slot, he does nothing.
• When he has finished moving, choose an empty special slot connected to
his new location to place another Nightmare shard.

C) Discard Blue Shards
Finally, Mr. Nightmare discards as many of the blue shards in his
possession as indicated by the Travel card to score 2 Slumber
points for each.

3) The Creation of Mr. Nightmare
Every shards he will take during that phase will be dropped near the Solo
cards. He will perform these actions, in this order:
He starts by discarding as many brown shards as indicated by the
Creation card to steal a shard from any of your cards.
If you have more than one card with a shard, he chooses in the
order of Solo cards: gray, white, blue, brown, green, red. If you have several
identical shards, you may choose which shard he takes.

He then discards as many green shards as indicated by the
Creation card to take 1 tree from the reserve, and drop it near
this card. Each tree he has counts as 1 shard of each of the colors
matching the Dream Purposes. Thus, for their destruction, the triggering
threshold of these colors is lowered by 1 per each tree in his possession.
Finally, he scores 3, 4, or 5 points (according to the Creation
card) per Nightmare shard in the Dreamworld AND in his
possession. The red shards in his possession are discarded. Even if
Mr. Nightmare himself does not have any, he can therefore score points for
Nightmare shards in the Dreamworld.

Never forget that Mr. Nightmare discards his shards of the colors of the two Dream Purposes only if he has at least as many as
you (each tree gives him +1). However, for each color, he will always discard as many shards as required by his Solo cards, as
many times as he can (except for white, only one time per Cycle), whether he benefits from that or not.

Mr. Nightmare in action
You have decided to use custom values to
 deal with Mr. Nightmare, as shown on the Solo cards on the left.
The two colors of the Dream Purposes are gray and green, as shown on the right. Let’s discover through a few
examples how your opponent behaves in the first few Cycles.

1

In the first cycle, Mr. Nightmare being on location 6 while your are on 1, plays after
you. At the beginning of his journey he has no shards, so he discards neither gray nor
white. He collects all the shards
from location 6, then moves to location
5, where he does the same. Then you put
1 red shard on 1 special slot linked to
this location (here between 5 and 4, but
you could instead put it between 5 and 2).

2 Now he has 3 blue shards. The value

of this color on the Travel card being 3,
he discards them all to score 2 points per
shard, for a total of 6 points.
His Travel phase ends.

3 During his Creation phase, Mr. Nightmare has no brown shards and only 2 greens,
so does nothing. However, as 3 red shards are present in the Dreamworld, he scores 9
points (3×3), as indicated by the Creation card.

Final Scoring
• Score the Slumber points for each Dream Purpose (count to Mr. Nightmare
1 more shard in these 2 colors for each tree in his possession).
In case of a tie, only Mr. Nightmare scores the points.
• Each uncompleted Dreamcard causes you to lose 5 Slumber points.
• Each Nightmare shard in your Dreamscape makes you lose 3 Slumber
points.
In case of a tie, Mr. Nightmare wins the game. Another night, perhaps...

4

Here we are at the 3rd Cycle. Mr.
Nightmare begins with 3 gray shards, which corresponds to their
discard value. Rocks being one of the Dream Purposes of the game,
you check how many you have in your Dreamscape. You have 4,
which is enough to prevent Mr. Nightmare from acting. Since he
has 3 white shards, he discards them to move to another location,
collecting more shards.

5 During your Creation, you

used one of your Dreamcards
with a green shard. During his
turn, Mr. Nightmare discards 2
of his browns to steal this shard.
He now has 3 green shards, as
you do. He can discard them to
take 1 tree. Thanks to the latter, it is now easier for him to discard gray and green
shards, each tree counting as 1 extra for each of the 2 Dream Purposes. Finally,
he discards all his red shards and scores 9 points + 6 points, as 2 Nightmare
shards are still being present in the Worlds of Dreams.
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